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Sep 12, 2013 When I use SQL Data Compare from Red Gate, I am able to compare up
to 4 databases, but it never completes. I am able to then compare the data using Visual
Studio. It's really frustrating because every time I compare databases, it takes ages, and

Visual Studio is unresponsive. I would like to compare data with SQL Compare, but
whenever I use it I get the following error message: " . 3. Using Red Gate Tool Suite

(Development Edition) At the very least, Red Gate, although you’ll need to pay for the
software. They have a paid developer edition, which is, as you can imagine, basically

development, with limited functionality. On the other hand, for this, you can get … Top
10 SQL client tools for Microsoft SQL Server Microsoft SQL Server Management

Studio T-SQL Developer Sql Server Data Tools SSMS Visual FoxPro SQLSK SQLzoo
SQL Server Management Studio Database Publishing Tool Select SQL Oct 20, 2013 I

am trying to compare two databases on the same machine (a SQL Server instance) and I
am getting the following error message: "the output schema file is not valid." I can also
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use my Connection tool (usually Red Gate) to compare the two database schemas. Apr
04, 2015 My company is considering purchasing Enterprise Red Gate Sql Compare 10.
Is it worth it for the price? Because we are expecting some cost-cutting and a possible
reduction in IT staff from this year to next year (which may be one fewer people to

purchase the software), but still the budget is a little tight. March 02, 2015 Hi there, how
many product versions do you have on you SQL compare tool? On version 9.5.0.282

when I try to compare two databases from my development studio it says SQL compare
cannot create a new instance of the specified SQL data comparison instance because the

instance is already in use. … RedGate SQL Compare for SQL Server: The Only SQL
Compare that’s Exactly What You Need  5.1.4.1 When I open the comparison tool ( SQL

Compare), if I choose to compare just one database, then I get the following error
message "the output schema file is not valid." Nov 04, 2013 I've got a working SQL Data

Compare (version 11.1.0.6) against a SQL Server (also 2011). Now,
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